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Fukunaga: Thanks, my name is Fukunaga. Thank you very much for taking time out of your busy 
schedule to attend this meeting. 

I will now explain the financial results for FY2021. Now, please refer to page three of the handout. 

We have included this information as a key point in the financial statements for FY2021. 

The lower right hand corner is a form of P/L. The areas highlighted in blue are the results for FY2021. 
The figures show net sales of JPY930.5 billion, operating income of JPY11.4 billion, ordinary income 
of JPY19.7 billion, and net income attributable to the parent company of JPY10.1 billion. Both sales 
and income increased. 

As explained in the upper left-hand corner, compared to the previous year, we have increased both 
sales and income by seizing the opportunity to recover demand from the impact of COVID-19. 

On the other hand, there were impacts of COVID-19 mainly in the automotive products business and 
in Southeast Asia, which incurred emergency transportation costs and BCM response costs. The 
Group as a whole was also affected by rising transportation and material costs, but the Infrastructure 
and Functional Products segments posted higher earnings. 

Extraordinary income decreased from the previous year, but net income attributable to owners of the 
parent was JPY10.1 billion, the same level as the previous year, due in part to an improvement in 
profit/loss in equity method affiliates. 

Compared to the previous forecast, operating income was down due to an increase in transportation 
costs in the automotive products business, but ordinary income and net income attributable to owners 
of the parent were up from the previous forecast due to an improvement in profit/loss in equity method 
affiliates. 



 

Now, please refer to the page four. 

This is the full-year forecast for FY2022, the current fiscal year. 

The prolonged shortage of semiconductors, the situation in Russia and Ukraine, the Shanghai 
lockdown, and disruptions in the supply chain will have a variety of effects. Taking such effects into 
account, we have formulated our forecast for FY2022. 

We estimate net sales of JPY1,050.0 billion, operating income of JPY22.5 billion, ordinary income of 
JPY26.0 billion, and net income attributable to owners of the parent of JPY14.0 billion. Net sales will 
increase in the Infrastructure, Electronics Component Material, and Functional Products segments. 

In addition, as I will explain later, copper price fluctuations, copper price increases, and foreign 
exchange rates have also a positive impact. 

As for operating income, although there is a risk of production cutbacks by customers and soaring 
raw material and transportation expenses, sales in the automotive products and telecommunication 
solution businesses will increase. In the automotive products business, the one-time expenses 
related to the impact of COVID-19 in the previous fiscal year, mainly in Southeast Asia, as mentioned 
earlier, will be eliminated. 

We also forecast operating income of JPY22.5 billion by promoting incorporation in sales price. As 
for net income attributable to owners of the parent, profit/loss equity method affiliates and 
extraordinary income will decrease. 

On the other hand, since operating income is expected to increase, net income attributable to owners 
of the parent is projected to be JPY14.0 billion. 



 

Now, please refer to page five. 

The following is a description of the market environment and indicators on which these forecasts are 
based. 

In fact, major economic indicators have been deteriorating since March 2022. The automotive 
industry has also deteriorated significantly. The World’s GDP, Japan's GDP, the US economy, and 
the automobile market are all currently down a few points from the figures we had forecast at the end 
of last fiscal year in December, and the number of automobiles is also declining. 

However, as for semiconductor market, we believe that the semiconductor manufacturers will 
continue to see a growth paradoxically due to the shortage of semiconductors. 



 

The forecast is based on these assumptions, but we have also estimated risk factors and the amount 
of impact based on the current business environment and the situation I have just described. 

The operating income projection is based on a series of self-help measures, such as incorporation in 
sales price and productivity improvement. Naturally, we will promote further efforts throughout the 
Group in the future. 

There is a waterfall chart at the bottom. The part in red is a negative factor, and this is due to external 
factors. In addition, there are investments for the future, and increases in fixed costs, especially 
indirect manufacturing expenses, due to an increase in capacity utilization. These negative factors 
will be addressed through sales increase, cost reduction, incorporation in sales price, product mix, 
and productivity improvement. 

In addition, we will eliminate one-time expenses, particularly those incurred in the automotive sector. 
In addition, we expect the yen to depreciate further against the US dollar, and this is the reason why 
we have decided on a figure of JPY22.5 billion. 

Group-wide initiatives are described on the right. We will continue to make improvements by doing 
what we should do, such as incorporation in sales price, cost reductions, and reviewing procurement 
routes. 



 

Next, please see page seven. 

The report summarizes the status of the fiber cable business, which has been a challenge for us, and 
our efforts. 

As a summary of FY2021, optical cable business in North America experienced intermittent declines 
in attendance for work due to the impact of COVID-19, but productivity improved throughout the year. 

The Company secured a revenue increase of approximately 20%, mainly in value-added products. 
The graph shows that the growth of optical cable business in North America is expected to increase 
by about 10% from FY2021 in FY2022. 

In addition, the ratio of rollable ribbon cable, a value-added product, is expected to grow from 
approximately 20% in FY2021 to 35% in FY2022. 

As for specific initiatives for FY2022, we will be moving forward in response to increased demand in 
the US and Europe. We will, of course, continue to improve productivity and reduce costs. 

The graph on the right shows negative factors, but we plan to increase profits by steadily 
accumulating positive factors through promoting the stable procurement of raw materials and the 
incorporation in sales price of raw material and transportation expense hikes. 

 
 



 

Next, please see page eight. This is a summary of the automotive products business in FY2021. 

In FY2021, there were positive factors such as recovery from the impacts of COVID-19 in the previous 
year and the startup of deliveries of new models, but again, the impact of COVID-19 had a huge 
negative impact, and in addition to that, transportation costs and raw material prices also had a great 
impact. As a result, profits declined significantly. 

In FY2022, we will complete the projects that have already been ordered and started up in the current 
fiscal year. In addition, we will promote manufacturing that can respond to customers' sudden 
changes in production plans, sudden production cuts, and sudden requests for production increases, 
as well as thorough inventory control. 

Furthermore, in the event of a sudden change, we will request our customers to buy back if we are 
unable to control. In addition, as for raw material and logistics cost increases, we will promote 
incorporation in sales price including the application of market based pricing and productivity 
improvement. 

Please look at the waterfall chart on the right. The first positive factor is the elimination of one-time 
expenses. This will be eliminated. On the other hand, there are the impact of price hikes and other 
factors. We will make investments for the future and the costs will increase due to higher capacity 
utilization, which is the same as Communications Solutions business, we will make significant 
improvements and return to profitability for the next fiscal year by increasing sales, improving 
productivity, incorporation in sales price, and improving the product mix. 



 

Next, on page nine, is about capital expenditures, depreciation cost, and R&D investment. 

For FY2021, we had initially planned capital investment of JPY45.0 billion at the beginning of the 
fiscal year. We have been steadily making the necessary investments every year toward our Vision 
2030 from the perspective of “Backcast”. 

On the other hand, we are also restraining or postponing investment in anticipation of changes in 
market conditions and customer conditions. As a result, the result for FY2021 was about JPY38.0 
billion. 

As for R&D investment, we continued to make investments for the future and in cutting-edge 
technologies in FY2021. For FY2022, we will proceed with JPY47.0 billion of capital investment, 
JPY38.0 billion of depreciation cost, and JPY24.0 billion of R&D investment. We will of course 
continue to monitor the situation of our customers and the market in FY2022. 

As for investments in FY2022, we will continue to make capital investments to ensure profits in the 
medium term. We will also continue to make investments to reduce business risks in order to 
strengthen the foundation of the stable system. 

In addition, we will continue to invest in DX and carbon neutral from the perspective of solving social 
issues, and we are also developing our investment plan with the aim of increasing such investments. 



 

Please turn to page 10. This is an explanation of inventories, which has been a challenge for us. 

As you can see in the graph below, we had planned to optimize inventories based on JPY120.8 billion 
at the end of FY2020 by improving inventory turnover. 

Although the increase of inventories due to an increase in sales is expected to be absorbed to a 
certain extent and because of temporary factors such as the impact of COVID-19 and the shortage 
of semiconductors, the need to secure inventories due to such impact, and the lengthening of lead 
times, the situation is not expected to improve from the third quarter of FY2021 or toward the end of 
FY2021. 

In FY2022, we will thoroughly analyze the details of inventory, considering these situations. We will 
try to make it appropriate by making provisions for it. By doing so, inventories may decrease. 

On the other hand, this will also be affected by exchange rate and copper price. Inventories will 
inevitably increase due to these effects. This part of the cost is at risk of increasing further in this 
fiscal year under the assumption that copper prices will rise further and that the yen will depreciate in 
the exchange rate. In this context, inventory optimization is a very important factor for working capital. 
We have a plan to make steady improvements. 



 

Page 11 shows management indicators. 

In FY2021, there was an increase in working capital, due to the effects of soaring copper prices, 
exchange rate fluctuations, supply chain disruptions, etc. As a result, interest-bearing debt increased, 
but the ratio of operating income to business assets improved as a result of the increase in profit. 
However, it is still not satisfactory, so we plan to achieve the numbers shown here in FY2022, based 
on the business environment. 

For us, financial and management indicators are very important. So, we would like to present our 
management process or roadmap, which emphasizes capital efficiency, in our mid-term plan to be 
released at the end of this month. 

In FY2022, we will reflect ROIC as a new business management indicator and ROIC spread to raise 
awareness in our decision-making process in business evaluations. 



 

Next, please refer to page 12. And now, let me talk about shareholder returns. 

The dividend for FY2021 will be JPY60 per share as originally planned. Our basic policy is to maintain 
stable dividends. The dividend will be JPY60 per share. The dividend for FY2022 is also forecasted 
to be JPY60 per share, based on our business performance and other factors. 

 

 

 

 



 

Please continue on to page 14. This is the details of the FY2021 financial statements. 

As for page 14, I mentioned the figures earlier, so I will supplement this page with the figures for 
profit/loss equity method affiliates. This shows an increase of JPY9.9 billion. This is due to an increase 
of UACJ Corporation. 

 

 

 



 

Next, please refer to page 15. 

Sales increased by JPY118.9 billion from the previous year. The main reason for the increase in sales 
was the copper price, which rose from JPY770 to JPY1,136. The depreciation of the yen, from 
JPY106 to JPY112, has also had an impact. 

On the other hand, there was a decrease in the revenue recognition due to a change in accounting 
standards, but the actual change was an increase of JPY95.1 billion. 

 

 

 



 

Now, please refer to page 16. This is an analysis of the factors that contributed to the increase and 
decrease in operating income. 

Compared to the previous year, operating income increased by JPY3.0 billion. There are various 
negative and positive factors, but the real change was an increase of JPY3.4 billion. 

The increase and decrease in sales, product mix, cost reduction, incorporation in sales price, and 
other factors added JPY25.4 billion, but the impact of price hikes resulted in a negative JPY17.5 
billion. Indirect manufacturing expenses in the context of rising capacity utilization were a negative 
JPY4.5 billion. There were these impacts on our business. 

However, as for indirect expenses, some expenses were transferred to extraordinary losses due to 
the effect of COVID-19 in the previous year, so the actual change was an increase of JPY3.0 billion. 



 

The following are the results by segment. 

First, as for infrastructure, both sales and profits increased over the previous year. Compared to the 
previous forecast, the results were almost in line with the forecast. I will not go into the details, as 
they are similar to what has already been explained. 

 

 

 



 

As for fiber cables, I would like to add a few words although the results were almost in line with our 
expectations. In fact, in the fourth quarter, there was a further increase in the cost of raw materials. 
In addition, there was a delay in the realization of the effects of rationalization investments, but this 
was compensated for by an increase in sales, mainly in Latin America, and the results were as 
expected. 

The previous forecast waterfall chart is shown in the table below, which shows the contents of the 
previous forecast. On the right side is the YoY comparison, which is the actual results. I hope you will 
take a look at it. 

 



 

Next is the production and shipment status of optical cables in North America for communications 
solutions. 

As for the production capacity, the bottom right-hand side of the graph shows gradual improvement. 
Although there are some bumpy areas due to the effect of COVID-19 and other factors, steady 
improvement has been made. As a result, sales increased by 23% from FY2020 to FY2021, and the 
ratio of rollable ribbons also increased. 

In March, we achieved a record high shipment volume, and we seem to have achieved almost the 
same level in April as well, so we will continue to make further improvements. 



 

Next, please refer to page 21. This is about Electronics& Automotive Systems segment. 

We will see the results individually rather than as a whole. This is a breakdown of the results for 
Automotive Products and Batteries businesses, which shows an increase in sales and a decrease in 
profit. 

Electronics component materials businesses had slightly different trends and marked an increase in 
sales and profit. Therefore, we have explained separately. 

In the area of Automotive Products and Batteries businesses, the effects of COVID-19 as mentioned 
earlier, the impact of COVID-19 in Southeast Asia, price hikes, and one-time expenses increases are 
expected to have significant negative impacts in this fiscal year. You can see a negative figure 
compared to the previous forecast, but this is due to a sudden decrease in production by our 
customers in March. 

Due to these factors, we were not able to reduce air freight costs as initially anticipated. This was 
partly responsible for the overall decrease in profit and the Automotive Products and Batteries 
businesses marked a decrease in profit. Sales of Electronics Component Materials businesses 
remained strong throughout the fiscal year. 



 

Then, on page 22, the Automotive Products and Batteries businesses. This is a slightly more detailed 
explanation of the comparison of operating income to the previous forecast. 

Looking at the difference in waterfall charts, the decrease in sales, soaring transportation expenses, 
higher air freight costs, higher transportation costs due to delays in collections from customers, and 
higher raw material prices were the reasons for the downward revision compared to the previous 
forecast. As for the numbers, we hope that you can see them in the graphs or waterfall charts. 

 

 



 

Next is about Functional Products businesses. 

As for Functional Products businesses, both sales and profit increased from the previous year. 
Compared to the previous forecast, the results were almost in line with our expectations. 

Semiconductor manufacturers, manufacturers that make semiconductors, are doing well here. Sales 
remained strong throughout the fiscal year. 

On the other hand, manufacturers that use semiconductors including data centers were not able to 
procure materials easily. The demand was very strong, but there were quite a few ups and downs in 
demand.  
 In particular, there was a period during which we struggled to procure materials, and the situation in 
FY2021 was somewhat weaker because of this. 

Also, we are dealing with a large number and volume of resin-related products. As a result, the 
situation in FY2021 was affected by a sharp rise in the cost of raw materials. 



 

Here you see the balance sheet for FY2021. 

Total assets have increased considerably, but the increase in inventories is still significant. There are 
also foreign exchange effects and copper price effects. In addition, we recognize that an increase in 
inventories due to distribution disruption is a challenge for us. 

The free cash flow, as shown in the table above, was negative JPY53.3 billion, a very difficult result 
due to an increase in working capital. 

Interest-bearing debt increased by JPY70.7 billion due to this impact. Working capital should be 
reduced. Therefore, our task for FY2022 is to focus on cash generation, including profit generation. 



 

Please refer to page 26. 

As for capital investment, depreciation cost, and R&D expenses, I mentioned the figures earlier and 
I have already discussed the contents, so let me skip the explanation. 

 

 

 

 



 

Then skip to page 28, which is the forecast for FY2022. 

The P&L figures are as I explained earlier. As for profit/loss equity method affiliates, the figures are 
not shown. As disclosed today, the figures of UACJ are considerably lower than the previous year 
after factoring in the decline in aluminum prices. Due to this impact, we forecast a negative outcome. 

As for extraordinary income/loss, please understand that we have factored in JPY3.0 billion as not a 
definite risk but a general risk. 

 

 



 

Next is page 29. 

As for the reasons for the increase/decrease in net sales, an increase of JPY119.5 billion is expected 
due to the rise of price of unprocessed metals which is expected to rise further. We are even more 
concerned about the weakening of the yen in the exchange rate. The real change excluding these is 
JPY57.1 billion. 

 

 

 



 

The following, page 30, is an analysis of the factors that contributed to the increase and decrease in 
operating income. 

This shows an increase from JPY11.4 billion to JPY22.5 billion, up JPY11.1 billion. As mentioned 
previously, we have included numerical figures here so that you can see more specifics. 

Again, we will basically absorb the negative effects of external factors, investments for the future, and 
cost increases associated with higher capacity utilization, through our own efforts. In terms of foreign 
exchange, the risk of yen depreciation is a positive factor, as I mentioned earlier. 

 



 

Please turn to page 31. This is net sales and operating income by segment. 

The details are explained in the following pages. The same is true here, as I mentioned earlier, 
regarding the view of market conditions, etc. 

 

 

 

 



 

Page 32 is about Communications Solutions businesses. 

As for Communications Solutions businesses, net sales, operating income, and both sales and profit 
increased. As for negative factors, the same situation will continue. The cable business in Europe is 
also affected by the situation in Russia and Ukraine. 

On the other hand, productivity of fiber cables in North America has been improving, which is a plus. 
We also expect to see the effects of domestic rationalization. 

The ratio of high value-added products, rollable ribbon cables, may increase. The overall volume is 
also expected to increase. The sales of specialty fibers are expected to expand. The positive factor 
of incorporation in sales price has been factored in, resulting in an increase of JPY1.2 billion. 



 

Page 33 is about Energy Infrastructure businesses. 

Net sales are up JPY9.3 billion YoY and operating income is up JPY0.1 billion. However, since sales 
are affected by copper prices, foreign exchange rates, and other factors, the sales figure of JPY10.0 
billion is actually an increase of JPY3.0 billion. 

The positive factor is renewable energy projects that we will take in. We will promote sales expansion 
of functional products such as Rakuraku aluminum cable®. 

We have an electric power subsidiary in Shenyang, China, which has been affected, including the 
lockdown of its operations and the suspension of construction work by customers. Since the fiscal 
year ends in December, the impact on our operations has already been felt since around March. But 
we have factored in these impacts. 

As a result, sales growth is expected to be slightly higher than the current fiscal year, due to a number 
of special factors, the current severe situation regarding operating income, and cost increases. 



 

Next, on page 34, is the Automotive Products and Batteries businesses. 

As for this side, net sales increased by JPY45.1 billion and operating income increased by JPY10.6 
billion. As I explained earlier in another document, the major issue is to promote incorporation in sales 
price and to make sure that the customers shoulder an appropriate amount of the cost. 

We have already recovered the one-time expenses from the previous year, so we are determined to 
make a profit in this area. In addition, we will proceed with the launch of new car models and aluminum 
wire harnesses. 

We will reap the rewards of our investments, which will be a positive factor. Factoring in these factors, 
we expect to return to profitability this fiscal year from the previous year's deficit, and even significantly 
improve our profitability. 



 

Next is about Electronics Component Materials businesses. 

Here, net sales are up JPY29.2 billion from the previous year, and operating income is down JPY0.8 
billion. As for net sales, the rise in copper prices is very significant. As a result, I would like you to 
understand that in real terms, net sales are down JPY10.0 billion. 

Positive factors include in-vehicle electronics, semiconductors, and telecommunication infrastructure, 
which we will steadily work on and promote. On the other hand, the shortage of semiconductors in 
the automotive industry has had a negative impact on sales, and we are taking a stricter view of the 
impact of this shortage, resulting in a real decrease in sales. 

We will pass on the impact of price hikes, but it has certain effects. Under these circumstances, we 
have set the operating income figure at negative JPY0.8 billion as a somewhat conservative estimate. 



 

Next, page 36, is about Functional Products businesses. 

As for Functional Products businesses, net sales are expected to increase by JPY25.0 billion and 
operating income to increase by JPY0.9 billion. In the area of semiconductor manufacturing tapes, 
we expect that the demand will continue to be strong, given the extremely strong demand for 
semiconductors. 

In terms of data centers, there was some difficulty in FY2021 due to a lack of supply of parts and 
materials, but as of now orders are actually returning. Demand is also returning. This is where we are 
going to take it to the next level. This means that we will also continue to improve copper foil. We will 
also cover the price increase of resin by incorporating in sales price of resin to our customers. 



 

Lastly, please refer to page 37. 

FY2022, this is the first year of the new mid-term plan. 

We will make this year in which we will make a strong start to maximize earnings from existing 
businesses by focusing on capital efficiency toward FY2025, while giving the highest priority to 
responding to the rapidly changing external environment. 

We will announce our new mid-term plan on May 26. We will explain the details at that time. In addition, 
we will hold a business briefing in early June, and we plan to provide a detailed explanation of each  
project and the situation. 

That’s all from me. Thank you very much for your kind attention. 

 




